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Dates for your diary
Please note that unless otherwise advised all Saturday Lectures (including the Members’ Talks) will
now take place at RISC, London St, Reading, RG1 4PS with refreshments from 2 p.m. Lectures will
start at 2.30pm and will also be streamed live on Zoom. The Zoom link will be emailed to members in
advance as before.
Non-members are welcome to attend lectures. If wishing to attend online, they need to email
lectures@berksarch.co.uk by the end of the Wednesday before the lecture.
Wednesday 8th September 2021: Study Group 3 p.m. on Zoom
Saturday 18th September 2021: Lecture, Responsible Metal Detecting and Discovering the Watlington Hoard
by James Mather
Saturday 2nd October 2021: BAS150 Day School, The Cornerstone, Wokingham, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. – This
event will not be live streamed on Zoom – It’s in person only - £10 at the door.
Wednesday 6th October 2021: Study Group 3 p.m. on Zoom
Saturday 16th October 2021: BAS AGM & Lecture, Reading Abbey by John Painter, FoRA
Tuesday 19th to Friday 29th October 2021: Berkshire Archaeological Society 150 years of archaeology in
Berkshire. 150th anniversary exhibition at the Berkshire Record Office, 9 Coley Avenue, Reading, RG1 6AF
Wednesday 3rd November 2021 The Study Group 3 p.m. on Zoom
Saturday 20th November 2021: Lecture, Kindred: Neanderthal Life, Love Death & Art by Dr Rebecca Wragg
Sykes (On Zoom only).
Wednesday 1st December 2021: Study Group 3 p.m. on Zoom.
Saturday 11th December 2021: Members’ Talks

From the Co-Chairs
Summer is the traditional time for fieldwork and after the hiatus of last year, teams have been surveying
and digging again. This newsletter includes reports of the results of these projects with which BAS members
have been involved, as well as accounts of how BAS is marking its 150th year anniversary. On your behalf
we thank warmly the Trustees who have made sure that those celebrations continued despite COVID
restrictions. Julie Worsfold has been key to organising that programme as well as our lecture series and
Day School along with leading the Communications Working Group. She is standing down as Trustee this
year. Also, on your behalf we extend our sincere thanks for her sterling service to the Society to Gail Eaton
who has stood down as Newsletter Editor. Some of you may remember that in the dim distant past Julie
was Newsletter Editor and she has stepped up to fill this role again. As our President, Professor Mike
Fulford, remarked at the on-line launch of the 150 celebrations, BAS can look forward to at least another
150 years of contributing to the understanding of archaeology and heritage in Berkshire. With these words
in mind also in this newsletter Maggie and I have chosen to share some reflections about how BAS could
fit into the wider world of archaeology in the UK in the articles, ‘Archaeology under threat’ and ‘Historic
England – Enrich the List’.
Alison McQuitty
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The BAS 2020–21 Annual General Meeting
The AGM will take place on Saturday 16 October 2021 at 2.30 p.m. It is hoped that a face-to-face meeting at RISC will
be possible with live streaming to those who prefer an on-line meeting. Details of the arrangements will be notified later.
AGM papers will be emailed to members before the meeting and posted to those who have no email address.
All positions on the BAS Council are open for election. For more information, please contact Anne Harrison. All
nominations for Council membership, proposed and seconded, must be sent to the Hon. Secretary (Anne Harrison, 2
Murdoch Road, Wokingham, RG40 2DA; secretary@berksarch.co.uk).
Agenda for the AGM
1. Apologies for Absence
2. Minutes of the AGM held on 17 October 2020
3. Matters Arising
4. Chairman’s Report
5. Treasurer’s Report
6. Librarian’s Report
7. Election of Officers of the Society
8. Election of Council Members
9. Appointment of the Independent Examiner
10. Any Other Business
After the AGM members will hear a talk given by John Painter, FoRA, on ‘Reading Abbey’.

BAS 150 Celebrations
150th Anniversary Events – Still going strong!
‘The Berkshire Archaeological Society celebrates 150!’ took place on Sunday 13th June at 3 pm on Zoom. The talks
were, 'The Berkshire Archaeological Society: celebrating its first 150 years' by Professor Michael Fulford, the Society’s
President and ‘BAS: back into projects’ by Dr Andrew Hutt, the Society’s Treasurer and Leader, Field Work Group. Reports
on both these talks are below.
As part of its celebration this year the Society has endeavoured to hold lectures themed around ‘greater Berkshire’.
There are two more of these, the September lecture featuring the Watlington Hoard and the October lecture on Reading
Abbey.
This year’s Day School to be held on Saturday 2nd October at The Cornerstone, Wokingham, is partly a celebration of
the work of the Society over the past 150 years. Please see the programme below. N.B This will not be live streamed
on Zoom. It is in person only - £10 at the door.
The celebratory exhibition, ‘Berkshire Archaeological Society 150 years of archaeology in Berkshire’ has been at the
both the Maidenhead Heritage Centre and at the West Berkshire Museum. If you have not yet seen it, it will be at the
Berkshire Record Office, 9 Coley Avenue, Reading, RG1 6AF from Tuesday 19th to Friday 29th October 2021.
The 150 Portable Antiquity Scheme items (PAS 150) selected by Berkshire FLO, Phil Smither in celebration continue
to be tweeted and if you’re not on Twitter posted to the Society’s website on a weekly basis at:
https://www.berksarch.co.uk/index.php/pas-150-updating-monthly/
If
you
haven’t
downloaded
a
celebratory
poster
yet
these
are
still
available
https://www.berksarch.co.uk/index.php/bas150-anniversary-poster/ Thanks to Tim Lloyd for producing these.
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at:

Thanks to all those who expressed an interest in the
Celebration Dinner planned for Saturday 13th
November. Sadly, and with regret this event has been
cancelled. If you expressed an interest, you should have
been advised of this cancellation by email.

There is work to be done fostering links between the
Society and the University in understanding our past in all
areas which is vital for both organisations and wider
society. Gabor Thomas of the University is working with
others on the Middle Thames Project covering this
geographic area in the period 400-1000 AD of which
there is currently very little knowledge. It is hoped that
the University will continue to play a role in both local
archaeology and the Society.

Julie Worsfold
Leader, BAS 150 Working Group
'The Berkshire Archaeological Society: celebrating
its first 150 years' by Professor Michael Fulford, the
Society’s President

The Society is made up of amateurs in the true sense,
people who love their subject. It is both a Society and a
community. Each year it stages a magnificent lecture
series, a form of continuing personal development, which
it is hoped will continue in person in the autumn. It also
conducts fieldwork which is so important for bringing
people in the Society together. Its annual Day School
brings people together to talk about what is going on. It
would be marvellous to reinstate the tours and to get out
and about.

Around 45 people, BAS members and guests met on
Zoom on the afternoon of Sunday 13th June 2021 to
officially celebrate 150 years since the founding of the
Society.
After the official welcome and an introduction from Alison
McQuitty, Co-Chair of the Society, Professor Fulford
began his address saying that this is both a momentous
year and a momentous event. The address would be a
retrospective of how the conservation of heritage has
changed since Professor Fulford came to Reading in
1974.

The community is fostered by contributions of people at
all levels. Professor Fulford thanked the Society’s
trustees, newsletter editor, web master, and all the others
who contribute to its success. However, there is a need
to look for succession planning.

In those days archaeology was a joint honours subject at
the University of Reading. The Archaeology Department
did not become independent until 1977. Back then much
archaeology was of a rescue nature on gravel extraction
sites, etc. The advent of PPG16 in the early 1990s meant
that from then onwards developers had to take regard for
the archaeology. In terms of documentation the Sites and
Monuments Record (SMR) leading to the Historic
Environment Record were established during this time.

The BAJ has not always had an easy run, but it is a key
part of the Society and marks it out as one of the great
archaeological societies of Great Britain.
The Society has been knocked sideways by COVID-19
but looking to the next 150 years there will be new
activities, new partnerships and new spokes coming into
the BAS hub. Listed buildings is an area which needs to
be tackled for knowledge both in Berkshire and at a
national level. New knowledge needs to be synthesised,
but we can engage in this and keep this process going,
the need for it will not diminish.

Since then, the knowledge we have of our past has grown
exponentially. Now so much information which we are
reliant on depends more and more on specialist
disciplines such as bioarchaeology and environmental
archaeology.

Professor Fulford closed by thanking everyone for their
contributions to the Society.

The Berkshire Archaeological Society (BAS) is a hub to
which there are very many spokes. The fragmentation of
Berkshire in 1974 and then in 1988 have been reflected
in the growth of archaeological societies and their works.
But BAS has survived these local government changes
and stands as a hub for the whole county, with spokes
coming in from different sectors.
The Berkshire
Archaeological Journal (BAJ) is a source of record
reflecting those spokes such as the University of
Reading, local museums, professional organisations, etc.

Celebratory posters
Julie introduced Tim Lloyd who said a few words about
the celebratory posters and demonstrated how to access
them.
Julie Worsfold
‘Berkshire Archaeological
projects’ by Dr Andrew Hutt

Cecil Slade initiated archaeology at the University of
Reading against the wishes of the University Grants
Committee. Students and volunteers have learnt the
practice of archaeology at the University’s later
excavations at Silchester, which in Roman times was the
administrative centre of the area extending into modern
Oxfordshire and Wiltshire. Consequently, this practice of
archaeology has been deployed into the Society. The
loss of the University’s School of Continuing Education is
a source of regret as it has made it difficult for those
interested in archaeology to learn more about it as
courses elsewhere are often too expensive.

Society:

Back

into

In the previous talk, Professor Michael Fulford had
referred to the Berkshire Archaeological Society (BAS),
as a hub with many spokes. Dr Andrew Hutt started his
talk by thanking the several hundreds of people who
make up these spokes, and who have helped the Society
get back into projects. The ‘spokes’ range from politicians
including local Councillors, academics at the University of
Reading (UoR) and many other universities, museums
and the Berkshire Record Office, educational
establishments including the Workers Educational
Association
(WEA),
professional
archaeologists,
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equipment suppliers and landowners. Last, but by no
means least, Andrew thanked the ‘hub’ – members of the
Berkshire Archaeological Society, the Berkshire
Archaeological Research Group (BARG), and many
other groups who have helped the Society get back into
projects.

Members of archaeological societies expect to be able to
get involved in fieldwork. The challenges associated with
excavation were covered, opening a trench, and then
dealing with the costs of processing and interpreting
finds, with the identification of artefacts often requiring
professionals. Environmental evidence incurred further
expense, with the need for professionals for dating, as
well as for identifying a variety of remains, including
microscopic.

BAS was described as it was when Andrew joined it in
the mid-1990s. Its main activities were Saturday lectures,
visits to sites, an annual tour, and the publication of the
Berkshire Archaeological Journal (BAJ). The Berkshire
Archaeological Research Group (BARG) was formed in
2002, its predecessor being the Berkshire Field Research
Group (BFRG), which Andrew had joined in the early
1990s. In 2003-2004, while studying for a Masters in
Archaeology at UoR, Andrew discussed with academics
the voluntary archaeological organisations’ contribution
to their local archaeology, and their somewhat low level
of activity. Apparently with the rise of developer-funded
archaeology, practical archaeology had been taken over
by professionals, with academic archaeology separate
from this, and with very little being done to explain the
results of the professionals’ work to the public. There was
a gap in the market; a need for narratives which could
accurately interpret the archaeology in an interesting
way, and for channels to present these to the public.

One solution was to go into geophysics; the initial costs
were high, but the ongoing costs and risk low, and
everyone who wanted could get involved. The work done
makes a genuine contribution to Berkshire’s
archaeological record. The Society has performed 37
geophysics surveys, including that at Ankerwycke, where
gradiometer and resistance surveys have revealed
hidden features, ranging from the foundations of the
12th century Priory to a 20th century swimming pool.
What is involved in excavation was described, and how
knowledge and skills have been acquired by BAS
members digging at Silchester and at Blounts’ Court. At
Blounts’ Court the geophysics surveys revealed various
features which were then excavated and found to range
in date from a Roman wall (built in 300 AD, according to
the radiocarbon dating of its mortar), to the foundations
of 15th to 17th century structures. BAS members have
also learnt how to process finds, by attending finds
workshops led by professionals, including some from
Wessex Archaeology.

The Berkshire Iron Age Project, 2004-2009, published in
the BAJ; ‘Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire’,
was a study of some 150 sites, covering all aspects of life
in the Iron Age. This project demonstrated that BAS could
contribute to filling the gap in the archaeology/heritage
market. It led to public lectures and academic
conferences, courses run in partnership with the WEA, an
exhibition shown throughout Berkshire, and outreach
events run with Bracknell Forest Council and a school in
Crowthorne.

For the 10 years from the 1990s to 2004, very little
fieldwork had been done by BAS or BFRG. In contrast,
from 2005 to 2021, there have been some 40 fieldwork
projects: 15 with BARG, and over 25 with BAS. 35
fieldwork projects were with geophysics, 10 were
excavations and 2 were topological surveys.

The Mid to Late Iron Age community in the vicinity of
Caesar’s Camp, Easthampstead was described. Iron
smelting and working were a major industry, farming;
growing corn and raising sheep, the production of textiles,
leather, and pottery, were all important for the success of
the community. Then the visit by Crowthorne
schoolchildren to Caesar’s Camp organised by BAS was
described. The children enjoyed a fun trading activity,
bartering tokens of farm animals, textiles, pottery, etc., for
whatever they wanted to ‘buy’, very much as Iron Age
people would have done.

In conclusion, this huge body of work shows that
members of the Society have had the opportunity to learn
a great deal about archaeology, to develop narratives
which are archaeologically correct, interesting, and
repeatable, to explain Berkshire’s archaeology to the
public, and in the process to have a lot of fun!
Catherine Petts gave a toast to ‘The Society Past’
focussing on the contributions of its members at all
levels. Then Alison McQuitty gave a toast to ‘The Society
Future’ and closed the meeting.

The next project was Berkshire Romans Project 1, 20102018, published in the BAJ; ‘The Land of the Atrebates:
in and around Roman Berkshire.’ This project led to
courses organised by the WEA, and from this the BAS
Study Group arose. The Study Group has worked on
Roman and Anglo-Saxon Berkshire, the Berkshire
Romans Project 2 (BRP2), and many fieldwork proposals
and reports. There was a need both to do more work on
Roman Berkshire (hence BRP2), and for technology to
assist in the huge amount of data collected, which lead to
the creation of the BAS Gazetteer.

Julie Worsfold thanked Mike, Alison, Andrew, Catherine,
and Tim for all their hard work and for making this online
celebratory event such a success.
Joan Burrow-Newton
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BAS Study Group
The Study Group did not meet in July and August, but in the meeting in June we covered the following:
Berkshire Roman Project 2 progress
We are expecting continue to make progress towards completing the data collection phase of this project by the end of
September and finalising the in-progress essays and presentations soon afterwards.
Fieldwork near Wickham, West Berkshire
This project was executed in April to investigate potential Romano-British activity in fields and woodland close to Wickham
where Late Roman coins had been found and unusual banks/ditches were reported by the landowner. Both locations were
close to the projected route of the Roman Road to Bath.
The April geophysical surveys found no evidence of the Roman road to Bath across its projected line. Furthermore, a
topology survey carried out showed that it is very unlikely that Roman surveyors would have built a road through this area
due to a swathe of permanently waterlogged land. This suggests that this Roman road either turns north soon after Radley
Bottom and joins Ermin Street near Wickham or turns south and continues along the north bank of the River Kennet to
Thatcham.
Analysis of coin find spots suggested that the Roman coins found in two of the fields were the result of spreading manure,
probably brought from the adjacent Romano-British settlement at Wickham. Their presence gives insights to the road-side
trade and the agriculture of Wickham in the 3rd and 4th centuries AD.
The geophysics survey revealed anomalies suggesting buildings, one on Church Hill which runs south of Wickham past
St Swithin’s Church. Further work was carried out in July to investigate in more detail the two anomalies shown in Figure
1 suggesting the remains of two buildings close to where some Roman coins had previously been found.

Figure 1. Geophysical survey results for Area #3 and Area #4 recorded in April 2021

The earth resistance surveys were repeated in July for Area #3 but across a wider area as shown in Figure 2, which
indicated that the anomalies previously seen were most likely due to the natural geology.
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Figure 2. The geophysical survey results for Area #3 recorded in July 2021
New project proposal
A presentation titled "All roads lead to Spinis - locating Berkshire's lost way-station” was presented to the Study Group by
Keith Abbott and Martin Labram in June. It followed on from the Fieldwork near Wickham project, which showed that the
Roman Road to Bath did not follow its projected route from Radley Bottom to Ermin Street. The presentation also
highlighted that the route of Ermin Street from Thatcham to Wickham is far from certain, and also considered the various
possible locations for the lost Roman way station of Spinis mentioned within the Antonine Itineraries.

Location of
multiple HER
finds
Check here to see if
road turns to north...?

Survey at intervals to
track road
eastwards....
Check here to see if road
heads north up Church
Hill (or turns south) to
avoid boggy ground

Swathe of boggy
ground

Check here to see if
road turns to
south...?

27
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Figure 3. Overview of plan to locate the lost section of the Roman Road to Bath from Radley Bottom to its intersection
with Ermin Street
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As a first step to resolving these questions, a proposal was presented to the Study Group aiming to define and assess a
methodology for tracking the lost sections of these two Roman roads across various types of modern agricultural landscape
using geophysical survey tools by first recording the characteristic “signature” of the Roman road to Bath at known locations
to assess the extent to which remains of the Roman road survive and are represented as geophysical anomalies. Having
established the viability of this method, it was then proposed to track the lost section of the Roman road to Bath using this
approach from Radley Bottom westwards to where it intersects with Ermin Street. If successful it was also proposed to
resolve the route of Ermin Street from Thatcham to Wickham using similar methods across a number of open areas of land
along the various proposed routes through which the Roman road is thought to pass.
Having established the routes taken by the disputed/lost sections of Ermin Street and the road to Bath, it will then be
possible to collate evidence of Roman roadside settlements along these routes and investigate which of the roadside
settlements best fits the characteristics of a typical Roman way station such as Spinis.
The first tranche of this work will be located at Radley Farm near Hungerford during September and October 2021, where
geophysical surveys of known sections of Roman road will be carried out to develop and assess the viability of the proposed
method for tracking lost sections of the road. All members are welcome to participate in this project - please get in touch
with Keith Abbott (keefandtrace@hotmail.com) if you are interested.
Keith Abbott

From the field…
Amazing discovery at Highwood!
In 2014, under the Directorship of Alan Hall, SOAG started a sustained programme of excavations at Highwood and until
this year the interpretation of the solid buildings and enclosure wall was that the site “was the operational centre of a
substantial Roman agricultural estate”. The finds dated from the late Iron Age to early 5th century AD and included a strikingly
large number of coins, metal fragments, a Roman spearhead, local ceramics, wall plaster, quern stone fragments and
quantities of roof tiles. A high proportion of the identified animal bones were sheep, with cow and pig also well-represented.
This year I was able to join the excavations for a few days and was delighted to be in on the transformation of the site’s
interpretation as the large trench revealed the full plan of what had until then been fragments of walls. Highwood is the site
of a Romano-Celtic temple. Such temples were widespread throughout southern and eastern England, although there are
no examples in the far south-west, and they are nationally rare with only about 150 sites recorded in England. Now at least
151! The distinctive plan of the cella (inner shrine) and ambulatory within the temenos bounded by the previously discovered
enclosure wall plus the large number of coins which were probably votive offerings, make its identification as a temple
without doubt. My thanks are given to Alan Hall for sharing these photographs of the Severus Alexander Denarius 222 AD
and the aerial view of the temple.
Alison McQuitty
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Archaeological Evaluation at Cookham Paddock
Cookham Paddock is located on the south bank of the River Thames 50 metres from the 12th century Holy Trinity Church
in Cookham listed in Domesday. The church has long been thought to stand on the site of a much earlier church and has
been one of the rumoured locations for the lost Cookham monastery, known to have been part of a network of monasteries
established along the Thames during the early medieval (mid-Saxon) period.
Dr Gabor Thomas of the University of Reading (UoR) Archaeology Department led a small team of staff/students from 9th
to 21st August 2021 supported by volunteers from societies affiliated to the Middle Thames Archaeology Partnership (MTAP)
including BAS, BARG, MAHS, Maidenhead Search Society (MSS), Marlow Archaeology Group (MAG), and SOAG. The
main objective was to evaluate the potential of the site through a series of test trenches.
Situated south of the River Thames, Cookham was located close to the much-contested boundary between Wessex and
Mercia and near to a Roman crossing of the Thames, both major trade arteries. As such, Cookham was a strategic centre
for commercial, political, and religious activity throughout the early medieval period. Historical records show that there was
a monastery in Cookham captured in 733 AD by Æthelbald of Mercia. Cynewulf of Wessex took possession of the
monastery around 760 AD, and Offa retook the monastery for Mercia in 779 AD as the result of his victory at the Battle of
Bensington. After Offa's death in 796 AD, his widow Cynethryth became the abbess at Cookham until her death sometime
after 798 AD.
Holy Trinity Church lies on the rising land of a gravel terrace. The churchyard and adjoining paddock lie on alluvial
sediments located on the flood plain of the River Thames. An auger survey identified the presence of a paleochannel at the
north end of the paddock. Some previous archaeological investigations had been carried out yielding results suggestive of
an early medieval settlement in the area:
•
•
•
•

A trial excavation south of the church revealed undated courses of chalk rubble thought to pre-date two ditches
containing post-medieval tile and pottery (Collard, 1986).
An archaeological assessment to the north of the church revealed finds of early medieval pottery, suggesting the
presence of an early medieval settlement in the near vicinity (Mudd & Burrow, 1987).
Trial trenches on Sashes Island failed to find evidence of the expected Saxon burh (Hill, Beard & Robinson, 2000).
Excavations carried out by the Marlow Archaeological Society in Cookham Paddock revealed pottery sherds dating
from the Late Iron Age and Late Roman periods, a metalled track way constructed from re-used Roman building material
running parallel to the river, deposits of animal bone and pottery sherds dating to 450-850 AD suggesting the presence
of a nearby early medieval settlement (Griffin, 2005).

UoR’s prior geophysical survey of the paddock did not reveal well defined anomalies partly due to the underlying geology,
but six evaluation trenches were positioned around the paddock across features of interest to assess the extent of the
archaeology. The location of these trenches proved to be well founded as, once the topsoil was removed, a huge amount
of archaeology was revealed within all six trenches:
•

•

Trench 1: Contained an area of intercutting pits filled with animal bone,
pottery sherds and dismantled hearths dating to the mid-Saxon period.
The metalled track way running parallel to the river (first discovered in
2005) was further exposed and thought to be heading towards the church.
This trench also contained; a ditch running north-south with mid-Saxon
pottery sherds indicating that the track way was associated with an early
phase of activity; a rubbish pit cut deep into the sterile alluvial deposits of
the paleochannel had then been filled with animal bones; close to the pit
an area metalled with flints too large to be used for a track way, which
may have formed a plinth supporting a post of a timber building; a bronze
pin dating from the early medieval period found north of the track way;
fragments of a scrimshaw decorated bone comb.
Trench 2: Revealed two parallel ditches running east-west, which
contained animal bones and mid-Saxon pottery, and one contained a wellpreserved iron axe head. It also contained an alignment of six post holes
running north-south which probably formed the eastern side of a
substantial wooden building. The early medieval archaeology was partially
Figure 1. A student archaeologist
covered by gravel bed and a hearth possibly forming the floor of a 12th
unearths an early medieval iron axe
th
century building, evidenced by a largely intact 12 century pot found close
head
to the hearth. Further postholes were found underneath this gravel bed
and elsewhere in the trench suggesting the presence of other early medieval timber buildings close by. Also, a wellpreserved silver sceatta coin dating from 710-760 AD to 800 AD was found on the spoil heap of this trench.
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•

Trench 3: At one end revealed a large early medieval midden containing huge deposits of animal bones. These will
be further analysed to gain insights into diet and farming practices of the inhabitants of this settlement. At the other end
of this trench were ten postholes possibly related to different phases of monastery timber buildings. Close to these was
an area of intense burning which may have been the hearth of a smithy as slag was recovered from nearby features.

•

Trench 4: Contained the continuation of one of the east-west boundary
ditches seen in Trench 2.

•

Trench 5: Contained an east-west boundary ditch recut at its western end.
Sections dug through these ditches revealed animal bones, mid-Saxon
pottery sherds, an iron knife, and a disarticulated human skull. The skull
will be further examined by the University, but it is thought likely that an
earlier burial was disturbed, and the skull re-deposited in this ditch.

•

Trench 6: Revealed two early medieval pits which would have been used
for storage and were later filled in with rubbish. They yielded finds of
animal bone, mid-Saxon pottery shared and a delicate bronze bracelet.

The results from this archaeological evaluation have proved that there was a
sizeable mid-Saxon settlement located within Cookham Paddock. The
numerous parallel running ditches suggest the settlement was structured into
Figure 2. Careful excavation of the
defined zones of occupation, post holes have shown the presence of at least
human skull found in trench 5
one timber building which would have housed the inhabitants of the settlement
and suggest the presence of other buildings close by. The artefacts found across the site include food remains, pottery
vessels used for cooking and eating; and the bronze bracelet, bone comb and bronze pins which were likely to have been
worn by female members of the community. The axe, knife and smithy hearth demonstrate that the settlement also
contained industrial as well as farming and domestic activities. Together, this assemblage of finds will allow us to piece
together a detailed impression of how the inhabitants of this settlement ate, worked, and dressed.
The metalled track way revealed in Trench 1 would have taken considerable labour and materials to construct. The flint
plinth also in this trench possibly supported the base of a substantial building. Taken together it suggests this part of the
settlement could have been of particularly high status, one of the indications that it was directly associated with the
documented monastery. Further work will be needed to expand understanding of the chronology and spatial organisation
of the site.

Fig 3. Middle Thames Archaeology Partnership Group Photo 2021
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Overall, the archaeological evaluation excavation at Cookham Paddock has been a huge success revealing strong evidence
of an early medieval settlement, high status finds and datable evidence suggestive of an association with Cookham
monastery, and a wealth of other finds all shedding light on how the inhabitants of this settlement would have lived and
worked.
Also, a huge success was the level of collaboration between the UoR and the affiliated societies of the Middle Thames
Archaeology Partnership which demonstrated the benefits for all parties of bringing together academic staff/students from
the UoR’s Archaeology Department with experienced volunteer archaeologists, historians, and metal detectorists to work
together and share their diverse knowledge, experience, and resources. Future work is already being considered by UoR
and the Middle Thames Archaeology Partnership to return to this site again to continue the investigation to add to the
growing body of knowledge of early medieval Cookham.
Keith Abbott

Other news…
Archaeology under threat
This is an all too familiar phrase from headlines in local
papers and social media. Usually, it refers to sites and
landscapes endangered by housing and infrastructure
development but now it is the very discipline itself. The
most recent issue of British Archaeology catalogues the
funding challenges faced by university departments and
local councils alike. This year alone the university
archaeology departments at Sheffield and Worcester
have closed while, nearer home, the Swindon Museum
and Art Gallery may soon have to turn visitors away.
Equally we all realise that without the meticulous and
time-consuming work of cataloguing, analysing, and
publicising the results of fieldwork there was no point in
doing that fieldwork in the first place. The funding to
support that post-fieldwork process and its trained
practitioners is drying up. So, what is the situation in
Berkshire and how can BAS help?
As well as carrying out their own fieldwork programme,
most learned societies such as ours award regular grants
and prizes to individuals and projects for external
archaeological research whether it be fieldwork, postexcavation, or publication. BAS has been generous in the
past years in giving ad hoc donations for particular
causes as well as being extremely generous in giving
volunteer time. A contribution to the costs of the analysis
and conservation of grave goods found with the AngloSaxon Marlow Warrior as well as assistance with the
cataloguing of finds from the Old Windsor Project spring
to mind. But maybe it is time to put this on a more regular
and standardized footing – hold an annual grants
competition even!
We asked Professor Mike Fulford about his own
experience in the world of archaeological funding. He

commented: “So, from 2018 the department has offered
two field schools: the baths at Silchester (for 3 years) and
projects on Islay in the Hebrides. To each of these
projects the department allocated approximately £20k for
each season……towards covering the cost of the
fieldwork. In both cases we were lucky to have external
charitable funds to help cover the full costs of each
season, roughly £40k for each site. So, the fieldwork has
been covered, but so far, not the post-excavation and
publication costs.” He concludes: “it is difficult to make the
post-excavation attractive to external funders.”
Perhaps these are avenues that BAS can explore.
For further information regarding Archaeology under
threat see: https://dig4arch.co.uk
Alison McQuitty
Historic England – Enrich the List
We are familiar with being Citizen Scientists through
involvement with the “Beacons of the Past” project. Our
President, Professor Mike Fulford, suggested that all BAS
members can get involved with a similar initiative…
Historic England holds a list of heritage sites with over
400,000 entries: tower blocks and tombstones, barrows
and bunkers, palaces and pigsties, plague crosses and
piers, cathedrals, windmills, and rollercoasters. Many
places on the List are well-known and even world-famous.
But in some cases, there is much that remains unknown
– this seems particularly true of Berkshire. Historic
England invites us to share our knowledge and pictures
of listed places, so we can record important facts and
even unlock the secrets of some places. For further
details
of
how
to
do
this
see:
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/enrich-the-list.
Alison McQuitty
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The Berkshire Archaeological Society’s
Day School Programme
Saturday 2 October 2021
Main Hall, The Cornerstone, Wokingham, RG40 1UE
10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m.

President: Professor Michael Fulford
CBE FBA FSA

TIME

TITLE, SPEAKER & ORGANISATION

10.00

Welcome
Alison McQuitty, Chair, Berkshire Archaeological Society

10.05

Excavations of the Roman public bathhouse at Silchester,
2018-21
Professor M. Fulford, University of Reading

10.35

Recent archaeological work in East Berkshire
Fiona
MacDonald,
Archaeology

10.55

Principal

Archaeologist,

Berkshire

Recent archaeological work in West Berkshire
Sarah Orr, Senior Archaeologist, West Berkshire Council

11.15

COFFEE – 25 mins

11.40

The Berkshire Archaeological Society - 150 years!
Andrew Hutt, Berkshire Archaeological Society

12.40

LUNCH – 1 hour 15 minutes

13.55

Sonning Palace Dig, 1924
Catherine Petts, Berkshire Archaeological Society

14.25

Reading Abbey - the archaeological surveys of the 1970s
compared with the 2016 GPR survey
John Mullaney

14.55

TEA – 25 mins

15.20

Roman Abingdon

The Society was founded in 1871
and for over 150 years has
encouraged
and
supported
archaeological
activities
in
Berkshire.
Everybody with an interest in
archaeology is welcome to attend
our meetings and join the Society.
It does not matter whether your
interest in archaeology is newly
found or long standing, the Society
offers activities from regular
lectures, an annual Day School
(conference)
and
visits
to
excavations and research.
All members receive a monthly enews sheet with news of the
Society’s events and other events
in
Berkshire,
this
quarterly
newsletter and a free copy of The
Berkshire Archaeological Journal
published by the Society.
Officers of the Society:
Co-Chairs: Alison McQuitty and
Maggie Smith
chair@berksarch.co.uk
Secretary & Membership
Secretary:
Anne Harrison
secretary@berksarch.co.uk
Treasurer: Andrew Hutt
treasurer@berksarch.co.uk

Tim Lloyd, Berkshire Archaeological Society
15.50-16.00

Patron: H.M. THE QUEEN

Questions and Conclusions
Alison McQuitty, Chair, Berkshire Archaeological Society

Input to the Newsletter
If you have an archaeological story, you feel would interest the Society and would
like included in the next newsletter, please send it to Julie Worsfold at
newsletter@berksarch.co.uk before Tuesday 23rd November 2021. Thank you.

Lectures & Day School Organiser:
Vacant
lectures@berksarch.co.uk
Visits & Social Events Organiser:
Anne Helmore
events@berksarch.co.uk
Study Group & Field Projects:
Andrew Hutt
projects@berksarch.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Julie Worsfold
newsletter@berksarch.co.uk
Website: Tim Lloyd
webmaster@berksarch.co.uk
For more contacts and more
information about the Society visit:
www.berksarch.co.uk

@BerksArchSoc
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